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Ohemistry. - "ln-, mono- and clivariant equilib1'ia.". nI. By Prof. 
SCHREINEMAKERS. 

~ 

(Communicated in the meeting of October 30, 1915).' 

C01'rectivn. 

In the pl'evious communieation Il, the figures 4 aud 6, as will 
have been obvious to the reader, have to be changed mutually. 

6. Quaternary systems. 

In an invariant point of a quatel'l1ary system si,x phases occur, 
which WE' shall call A, B, C, D, Eand F; consequently this point is 
a sextuplepoiJlt. Six curves start from this point, therefore; in 
accordallce vvitIl our previous notation we I ought to call them 
(A), (B), . .. , (F); here, however ~e shall repl'esent them by A', B', 
C', D', E' and F'. FUl'ther we find ! (n + 2) (n + 1) = 15 bivariant 
regions. 

When we call the components J(, 1(2' ](3 and J(4 an~ when we 
rcpresent them hy the anglepoints of a regular tetrapedron, then 
we are able to represent each phase, which contains these four 
components, by a point in the space. As in a sextuplepoint six 
phases occur, consequently we have to consider six points in the 
space and their position with respect to one another. 

In general tbis' representation in space can lead to difficulties for 
the application to definite cases; fol' this reason we shaH later indi
cate a method, which leads easily towards the purpose in every 
definite case. Here, ho wever, we shall use the representation in 
space in order to deduce the different types of the possible P, T-
diagrams. . 

When we consider the six points in the space, then they may 
be situated wiiI! respect to one another as in the figs. 1, 3, 5, and 7. 

In tigs. 1 and 3 they form the anglepoints of an octohedl'on; viz. 
of asolid which is Iimited by eight tl'iangles. In each of these 
octohedl'ons we find twelve sides and three diagonals. [In fig. lAF, 
EC and BD are the diagonals, in fig. 3 AF, EG and EFJ. In 
fig. 1 we find in each anglepoint four sides and one diagonal, in 
fig. 3 we filld in the anglepoints E and F three sides and two 
diagonals, in the anglepoints A and G tour sides and one diagonal 
and in the unglepoints 13 and D five sides only. As in fig. 1 the 
partition of the sides and the diag'onals is a symmetrical one and, 
howevel', in fig. 3 an asymmetriealone, we shall eaU tig. 1 a. sym
metrical, fig. 3 an asymmetl'ical octohedl'on. 
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1n fig. 0 5. five points form the anglepoints of a hexahedron 
within which the point F is situated. When we omit the side-plane 
BCD and when we unite F with B, C, and D, thell again an 
octohedron a1'ises, which we shall rall monoconcave. 

In fig. 7 four of the points form the anglepoints of a tetra
hedl'on, within which the points E and F are situated. When 
we unite E with the points A, -B and D, the point F \Vith C, B 
and D, and when we omit the side-planes ABD and GBD, then 
a biconcave octohedl'on al'ises. 

( 

Type r. .We shall deduce now the P,T-diagram, when the six 
phases 'forrh the anglepoints of a symmetl'ical ortoh.ecll'Oll (tig. 1). 
We may consider th is solid [tS constl'ued of the fout· tetmhedrons 
CA13D, EABD, FBCD and FBED, which terminate all in the 
side BD. 

In order to .determine the reartion bet ween the pimses of tlle 
monov[triant equilibrium F', we considet' the hexahedron CADBE; 
as the diagonal CE int~rsects the tl'iangle AB D, this reaction is: 

C+E;:'A+B+D 
Rence it follows: 

C' E' I F' I A I B' D' , (1) 
In order to define the reaction bet ween the phases of the mono

variant equilibrium E', we take the tetrahedron A ()BDF; as the 
diagonal AF intersects the triangle BC'D, we find for tb is I'caction: 

13+ C+D=.A+F 
Henre it follows: 

B' C' D' I E' I A I F' , . (2) 

We now dr;aw in a P, T-diagram (fig. 2) in. any waJ' the curves 
E' and F'; fol' fixing the ideas we dl'aw É' at the left of P'. [For 
the definition of "at the left" and "at the rigbt" of a curve we 
have previollsly assllmed that we find onrselves in tbe inval'Ïant 
point on this curve, facing the stable part]. In accordance with tb is 
assumptioll (1) nnd (2) have been WJ·itten also at once in such a 
way that herein E' is situa.ted [tt tbe left of F'. 

It now follows from (1) and (2) tha,t C' is sitnated at tbe left of 
F' and E"; C', is situated, thel'efore, as has also been drawn in tig. 2, 
between the stabIe part of E' and the metastable part of 1?'. 

}1'Ul'thel' it follows from (1) and (2) tbat the curves B' and D' 
are situated at the l'ight of P' and at the left of E'; they must, 
therefore, as is also drawn in fig. 2, be situated between the meta
stabIe parts of tbe ~ul'ves B' and Ji", 'file position of B' and 1)' 

. \ 
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Fig. 1. 

[" 

D' 
,Fig. 2. 

-" 
with respect to one another is, however, not yet defined, we shall 
refer to this later . 

. B'nrthel' it follows from (1) and (2) that A' is situated at the 
right of F' and E'; consequently A' is situated within the angle, 
wbich is formed by the stabIe part of cnrve F' and the metastable 
part of curve E'. As however also the metastable part of curve C' 
is situated within tbis angle, we have still to define the position of 
A' with respect to tbis curve. For tbis we take the hexahedl'on 
BGEF D; as the diagonal BD interseds the triangle (}EF, we find: 

C' E' F' I A' I B' D' . (3) 

Hence it is apparent that C', E' and F' must be situated at the 
one side, B' and D' at the othel' side of A'; consequently A' must 
be situated between the &table part of F' and the metastable part 
of U. 

In order to define the position of A' and C' with respect to one 
another, we might have considel'ed also the hexadron DGEFB. As 
the diagonal BD interseds the triangie CEF, we find: 

B' D' I C' I A' E' F' . (4) 

In accordance with what has been deduced above we find he1'e 
that B' and D' must be situated at the one side and A', E' and 
F' at the other side of curve C'. 

In order to define the position of B' and D' with respect to one 
another, we have to lrnow Ibe reactions, wbich oecur in the mono· 
variant systems B' and D'; we shall refer to this laler. 

When we introduce, as in the case of ternary systems, the idea 
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"bundie of curves", then we may express the results in the following 
way: when the six phases form the anglepoints of a symmetrical 
octahedl'on, then the six mono variant curves form in the P, T-diagram 
three "twocnrvical" bundies. 

Now we should yet also have to consider the bivariant regions ; 
as, however, the reader can easily draw them in eaeh of the P, T
diagl'ams, we shall omit tbis. Later we shall, howevel', refel' to an 
example. 

Type Il. In fig. 3 the six phases fOl'm the anglepoints of an 
asymrnetl'ical octohedron. We ma,Y considel' this solid as to be 
composed of thl'ee tetl'ahedrons, which tel'mmate in the slde BD. 

In order to define the pObition of the curves wllh respect to curve 
F', we consider the hexalledron CADBE, hence we find: 

C' E' I F' I A' B' D'. (5) 

In order to find the position of the curves with respect to curve 
E', we consider the hexahedl'on ABDCF; hence we deduce: 

A 

~'ig. 3. Fig. 4. 

B' C' D' I E' I A' F". (6) 

Now we draw in a P,T-diagram (fig. 4) the rUl'ves E' and P' 
and we take in this case E' at the 1eft of F'. For this l'eason (5) 
and (6) have been written also in sl1eh a way that herein E' is 
situated at the left of F', 

Ilt follows from (5) and (6) that B' and D' are sitnated both at 
the right of P' and at the left of E'; ronsequently, as is also dl'awn 

53 
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in fig. 4, they mllst be situated between the mefastable pads of E', 
and F'. The position of B' and D' with respect to one anotlier is, 
howevel', not yet defined by tbis; we shall refer to this later. -

Furthel' it, follows from (5) and (6) that C' is situated at the left 
of F' and E'; conseqllently C' is situated within the angle whirfl 
is fOl"med by the stabIe part of E' and the metastable part of F'._ 

For the positioJl of A' it follows from (5) and (6) that A' must 
be situated at the l'ight of F' and E'; consequenti)' A' is situated 
in fig. 4 within tlle angle, which is formed by the stabIe part of 
F' and the meta8table parI of E'. As however this _angle, is di \'ided 
into two parts by the melastable part of C', we cannot teIl yet _ 
within which of those two angles we have to draw curve A'. In 
order to examine this, we consider the hexahedron EBDCF; we 
find f!"Om this: 

E'F'IA'IB'C' D'. (7) 

Hence it Îb apparent that we must find at the one side of A' the 
curves E' and F', at the othel' side the curves B', - C' and D'.' 
Uonseqllently it follows from this that A' mllst be sitllated between 
the metastable part~ of the curves C' and E'. 

We shollld have been able to find the same with ,fhe aid of the 
hexahedron EABDF; hence it follows: 

E'F'IC'IA'B' D'. (8) 

Now it appeal's fl·o1p. this that we must find at the one side of 
C' the curves E' alld F', at the other side the rurves A', B' ,and D', 

It is apparent from fig. 4 that we may express the previous results 
in Ihe following wa)': , 

when tbe six phases form the anglepoints of an asymmetrical 
octobedron, then the tlix monovariant CUl"\'es form in the P, T-diagram 
four onecurvical and one twocnnical bl1ndle. 

Type' nl. In fig. 5 the six phases form tile anglepoints of the 
hexabedl'on EABDC, witbin wbirh tbe point F is sitl1ated. 
111 order to tl'ansform this hexahedrol1 illto an - octohedron, we 
ul1ite F with the thl'~ anglepoints of a definite side-plane of 
the hexahedl'on; we find thi8 side-plane in the following way. In 
fig. 5 S represents the point of intersection of {he diagonalt CE 
with the triangle ABD. We imagine the hexailedron to be divided 
into six tetrahedrons, wllich terminate in ,the point S. As tbe' point 
S is situated within the tetl'ahedron SBDC, we take fol'. tbe"sidje 
p.lane, mentioned above, the triangle BDe and we unite/ltherefore 
tI~e point F witb the points 13, C and D . 

• 1, 

~--------,.----------
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Oonsequently we may consider the solid as a monoronca\'e 
octohedron, which is composed of the tetrahedrons EABD and 
OABD, diminished with FBCD; these tetl'ahedrons terminate again, 
the same as in the figs. 1 and 3 in the side BD. 

c 

A 
cr 

~'ig. 5. ~'ig. 6. 

I~ ordel' to define the position of the CUl'ves with respect to F' 
and E', we consider the hexahedron EABDC and the ietl'ahedron 
AB CD, within which the point F is situated. We find: 

C' E'IF'IA' B' D'. '.' 
and A' B' C' D'IE'IF' 

. (9) 

. (10) 

Now we draw again in a P, T-diagJ'am the curves F' and E' 
(fig. 6) and we take again E' at the left of P'. 

In this conneclion (9) and (10) have been written at once in RllCh 
a way that also herein E' is at the left of' P'. 

It follows from (9) and (10) that U' must be situated at the left 
of' F' and of R'; consequently C' must be situated wlthin the 
angle, which is formed by the stabIe paJ't of E' and the metastable 
part of F'. 

Further it is apparent from (9) al1d (10) that A', B' and D' mllst 
be situated at the right of F', but at tbe 1eft of E'; cOl1seq~lently 

they are sitnated,' as is also drawn in fig. 6 within the metastable 
parts of E' and F'. 

Now we have still to define the position of the tlH'ee cl1l'~'es A', 
B' and D' with respect to one anothel'. From the tetJ'ahedJ'oll 
eBDE witbin which the point ]i' is situated, it follows: 

F' I A I I B' C' D'E' . . (11) 

so that at the one side of A' only F', at the othel' side B', C', D' 
53'" 

., 

\\ 
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and E' must be situated. COl1sequently curve A' is situated as is 
drawn in fig 6. \ 

The rontemplation of the hexahedl'on E4BDF give., us:-

E' F' I C' 1 A'B' D' (12) 
but it does not teach us anything new. 

Now we IJave still to define the position of 13' and DI with -
respect to one anothel', we shall l'ef'er to this later. 

When we summarize the obtained l'esults, we maJ say: 
when the six phases form the anglepoints of' a monoconcave 

octohedron, then the six mono,'al'iant Clll'VeS form~in the P, T
diagram OllE,' thl'eecUI'vical, one twocUl'vical allel one onecunieal bundIe. 

Type IV. In fig. 7 the six phases form the anglepoints of the 
tetl'ahedl'on A BCD, within which tlle points E and F are sitllated. 
The line EF mtersects the triangles ABD anel eBD; now we 
unite E with A, 13 and D anel also F with C, 13 and D. Conse
quently we may consider the solid as a biconeave octolIedl'on, which 
is composed of tlJe tetrahedl'on ABCn, dimillished with the tetra
hedrons EABD and FCBD. Tbese tbl'ee tetrahedl'ons terminate 
again in the siele BD. 
, From the position of the five phases of the equilibrium F' with 
respect to one another we find: 

, I E' I F' I A' 13' C' D' . .' . (13) 

It follows fol' tbe position of tbe equilibrium E': 
A' B'C' D' I E' I F'. (14) 

Now we draw in a P, T-diagl'am (fig. 8) again the curves FI and 
E' and we take again E' at the left of F' , in accorelance with this 
also in (1?-) anel (14) E' is taken at the left of F'. 

A 

c 

.D 
Fig. 7. Fig. 8. 
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. Now it follows from (13) and (14) that the bnndle of the curves 
.A', B', C' and D' must be situated at the right of F' and at tbe 
1eft of E'; therefore, these curves are situated, as is also drawn in 
fig. 8, within the angle, which is formed by the metastable parls 
of E' and F'. 

Now we have still to define the position of those four curves with 
respect to one anothel'. As Ihe five phase::. of the equilibrium A' 
form a tetrahedron EB CD, wHhin which the point F is situated, 
we find: 

F' I A' I B'C' D'E'. (15) 
Hence it follows that Cllrve A' must be situated as is drawn in 

the figure. 
The five phases of the equilibrium C' form the tetrahedron lJ'ABD, 

within which the point E; hen ce it follows: 

E' I c' I A' B' D' F' (16) 
Hence it is apparent that curve· C' must be &ituated as is drawn 

in the figure. 
IJater we shall define the position of the curves BI and DI with 

respect to one another. 
We have found the following above: 
when the six phases form the anglepoints of a biconcave octohedron, 

th en the six monovariant curves form in the P, T-diagram one 
fonl'rurvical and two onecllrvical bnndles. 

Though we have dedllced the four types of the P, 'T·diageams 
without knowing the position of the curves BI an'd D' wrth respect 
to one another, yet we shall define the position of the CUl'ves B' 
and D' with respect fo one another. For this we have to consider 
the position of the five phases of each of the eqnilibria B' and DI. 

For tbis we consider the line AF'; this line intersects in each of 
tbe solids (figs. 1, 3, 5 and 7) either tbe triangle BCE or the triangle 
DCE. Now we assume that it inlersects in each of these solids the 
triangle BCE. 

As the five I phases of the equilIbrium D' form the hexahedron 
ACEBF, the diagonitl of which intersecfs the triangle ()EB, it follows: 

AI FI I D' I BI C' E'. (17) 
The' five phases of the equilibrinm B' form the anglepoinl,s of 

tbe hexahed,'on ACDEF. As, in accorda.nce with our assllmption 
the line AF does not intersect the triangle CDE, the line CE ,~ill 
intersect the triangle AFD. Hence it follows: 

A' D' FI I BI I C' EI. . '. (18) 

It is apparent from (17) that in each of the figures 2, 4, 6 and 
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8, we must find at the one side of curve D' the curves A' and -
F' and at the other side the curves B', C, and E'. Therefore 
curve D' must be sitllated, af: it is drawn ~in each of these figures. 
Oonsequently also by this the plaee of curve B' is defined. 

We should have been alJle to deduce the same also from (18). 

In each of the P, T-diagrams, when starting in 'a definite dil'ection 
from 13, the su~cession of the curves is: B' D' A I F' E' C'. In order 
to understand the meaning of' thi8 succession, we shall bear in mind 
the following. 'rhe points B,D, and A of the solids, are particular 
pomts, each defined in a particular way. BD is viz. tbe side in 
which tel'minate the tetrahedrons, of which we imagined each octo
hedron to be built up. On this slde the point Boccupies again á 
special place, as we ha\le assllmed that the line AF intel'serts the 
triangle BCE. Also the point A- is a particular point, as the line 
AF intersects the tl'iangle BCE. 

When we compare the surcession of the curves in the P, T-diagrams 
with the sllcceSSlOn of the anglepoints of the 801ids then we go in 
these solids drst along the sides from B towards D and afterwards 
towards A. Starting from .A we go along a diagonal, conseqnently 
towal'ds P; stal'ting from F we go along the other diagonal, conse
quently towards E (figs. 3, 5 and 7) or, when no other diagonal 
starts from P (fig, 1) we go along a slde towards the point, whieh 
is f;ituated on the other side of the tl'iangle ABD, consequently 
also towards E. At last we go, starting from E along .a diagonal, 
consequantly towards C. 

When we snmmal'Ïze the l'esults obfained above, the following is 
apparent: 

1. There exist tour types of P, T-diagrams. The six phases form 
the anglepoints of 

a. a symmetrical octohedron (fig. 1); then in the P, T-diagram 
the six curves form three twoeUl'vical bundIes (fig. 2); 

b. an asymmetrieal octohedron (fig. 3) i then in tbe P, T-diagram the 
six curves form one twocurvical and fonr onecurvical bundies (fig. 4); 

c. a monoconcave octohedron (tig. 5) i then in tlle P, T-diagmm 
the six curves form one threecllrvical, one twocll1'vical and one 
onecurvical bundie (fig. 6); 

cl. ft biconca\ e octohedl'on (fig. 7); then in the P, T-diagram the 
six curves f'OJ'm one f'ourcurvical and two onecurvical bundies (fig, 8): 

2. The four types are in accol'dance with one another in that 
respect that the curves succeed Olle another in a same definite 
succession. (To be continued), 


